Citizens Bank Community Intranet
Case study

Overview
Community is part of the Citizens Bank credo, and a core part of what Citizens
Bank is all about. Between 2012 – 2018 the site went through a series of updates
and revamps. This case study highlights the strategy and methods behind these
re-designs.
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Overview
Prior to 2012 the Community site was on the old Citizens template and was
positioned as “Community Outreach”. Over time the site became a “spider web”
of pages without a clear picture of the community mission and value proposition.
The site was difficult to navigate and often took in excess of 3-4 clicks for
colleagues to get to the information they were looking for.
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Overview - 2012
The community team decided to re-brand and re-position
“Community Outreach” as “Citizens Helping Citizens”.
• This change represented a more active corporate and colleague culture
• The team went back to basics to define what they represent and what
information was most crucial to colleagues

When our communities prosper, we prosper.

That simple concept - when backed by 20,000
colleagues and a company with a 185-year
history of giving back - can be a powerful force.
Citizens Helping Citizens is an effort to
harness that power by bringing together the full
range of our community outreach.
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Overview - 2012
The team wanted to clearly focus on two areas.

Colleague Involvement
• Colleague Giving Campaign
• Volunteering
• Matching Gifts

Corporate Giving
• Fighting Hunger
• Strengthening Communities
• Teaching Money Management
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Overview - 2012
The Digital and Community teams partnered closely over
several weeks to define the priorities and goals for each of the
6 components. We addressed the important questions…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do colleagues need to know?
What actions should colleagues take?
What are the goals (qualitative and quantitative)?
What defines success?
What information is time sensitive?
How will colleagues find this information?
Why is this important?
Who owns this information?
How often does this need to be updated?
Who can colleagues reach out to if they have a problem or question?

"In school, we're rewarded for having the answer, not for
asking a good question." - Richard Saul Wurman
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Overview - 2012
During this phase, we…
•
•
•
•

Met…and…
Discussed…and…
Gathered requirements…and…
Established a comms plan with a timeline…and...

"If you don't know where you are going. How can you
expect to get there?" ~ Basil S. Walsh
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Overview - 2012
We established the priorities for the site.
• There were 6 core elements – each should be visible from the landing page
• The new site would launch shortly before the Annual Giving Campaign
kicks off, that campaign should have the strongest focus
• The community team was working with a vendor on a new portal for logging
volunteer hours, that should have the second strongest focus
• The team wanted to promote matching gifts more heavily, that should have
the third strongest focus

Style Guidelines:

the Digital team introduced a new template in 2012, the new
site would follow all the standard guidelines for colors, layout, navigation
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Initial Layout, Landing page - 2012
Then we…
• laid the framework
• sketched
• gathered pictures and content
• developed prototypes
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Initial Layout, Landing page - 2012

Crucial recommendation: keep

“Community” first in the tag line. It’s
important to reinforce that “CHC” is
about Community

Crucial recommendation:

feature a picture and quote from our
Chairman and CEO, it’s essential to
reinforce that community is part of
our credo

Crucial recommendation: FAQs

and supporting guides should be
available from the landing page,
colleagues should have this
information up front, within one click
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Initial Layout, Sub pages - 2012

Key recommendation: for longer

pages, use tabs to separate content topics
Guide to Volunteerism

Find a Volunteer Activity

Recognition Programs

Key recommendation: use larger

pictures and larger headlines to clearly
differentiate sections
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Initial Communications -2012
Since the site launch was timed to coincide with the annual giving
campaign, we determined this would be the focus of the site for
the first month (after a two week initial promo period).

What is the Giving Campaign?
It is the one time of year that colleagues can enroll in payroll giving to contribute to
the organizations important to them. The campaign is open for a 3 week time period
during Sept – October.
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Ongoing Communications 2012 - 2015
The team established an on-going cadence for Campaigns:
– each campaign should have a comms plan establishing time frames and
goals. Campaigns should be promoted as a feature story on the Corporate
Intranet home page, and on the Community landing page.

Feature
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Ongoing Communications 2012 - 2015
The team established an on-going cadence for BAU Updates:
– BAU updates regarding community stories such as colleague volunteer
efforts and ongoing corporate initiatives would be promoted in the “In our
Communities” section of the Corp Home page.

Depending on the level of the initiative
this could link to either a news page or
back to the community landing page
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Overview - 2015
In mid 2015 the Community team felt it was time to conduct a deep
dive on the site and asses both the content and usability factors for
colleagues. Several key items were identified:
• Given the number of ongoing programs there were 10+ pages to manage
• Other areas within the company began moving away from multiple
pages and consolidating to one page with tabs and accordions
• The Giving Campaign remained a yearly focus on the landing page, even
though the campaign only lasted a few months
• The branding was outdated and did not reflect the new corporate color
palette
• The landing page was fairly static, outside of the campaign promos
• A new awards program had launched but was not fully represented on
the page
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Overview - 2015
We went back to the drawing board, and asked some new questions:
•
•
•
•
•

What has changed since 2012?
Is there anything new that colleagues need to know?
What is most important for colleagues?
Does the site truly represent our core community values?
Are there new goals (qualitative and quantitative)?

Then, we repeated the process that worked, and we…
•
•
•
•

Met…and…
Discussed…and…
Gathered requirements…and…
Established a comms plan with a timeline…and...

"Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence wins championships."
~ Michael Jordan
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Overview - 2015
We re-established the core priorities for the site. The site should…
• be more visual and leverage pictures from a new annual community report
• reflect the new corporate colors
• be consolidated to a tabbed page, keeping in-line with other sites
• reflect the current community priorities and positioning – with volunteering
being the highest priority
• provide information on the community award and volunteer training programs

Style Guidelines:

the Digital team introduced a new style sheet in 2014, the
new site would follow all the new standard guidelines for colors, layout, navigation
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Overview - 2015
Then we…
• sketched
• gathered pictures and content
• wrote new stories
• developed prototypes
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Site launch- August 2015
Prior to site launch we established new site guidelines: volunteering will be the
first tab, unless there is another initiative that should be highlighted.
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September 2015
Dual site focus in September.

Crucial recommendation: keep
tab content only for the period it is
applicable, ie. keep hidden when
campaigns, contests, voting periods
are over
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Ongoing 2016 - 2018
In 2016 we worked on a mini-revamp to: (1) consolidate the 4 Corporate Giving
areas under one Corporate Giving tab (2) add tabs for sponsorships, photos, local
community overview, and news (3) combine Volunteer and Matching under one tab
for Get Involved, (4) remove the [outdated] pictures on the top and replace with a
graphic overview of community giving.
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Ongoing 2016 - 2018
In 2017 the Intranet was revamped to overhaul the top nav, and convert it to a
mega nav, and remove the left nav. The Community site was moved to the new
template, and updated during the year for many BAU updates.
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Ongoing 2016 - 2018
At the start of 2018 both the Community and Digital teams decided it was time to
conduct the next deep dive on the content and re-asses the usability factors for
colleagues. Several key items were identified:
• Colleagues reported difficulty finding information on the page
• Information was buried under accordions
• Very few headings
• Categories were unclear

• Search wasn’t helpful; it would bring up one page in search results, but
not give colleagues specifics (tab location) on where to find information

• Content was duplicative from material that was on the Giving Portal
• Some tabs were far too wordy, others had very minimal information
• Page template has a dated look and feel
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Overview - 2018
Once again we asked some new questions (and some old ones):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What has changed since 2015/2016?
Is there anything new that colleagues need to know?
What is most important for colleagues?
What are colleagues saying about the site?
Does the site truly represent our core community values?
Are there new goals (qualitative and quantitative)?
How easy is this to update?
What are the stats telling us?

Then, we repeated the prior process, and we…
•
•
•
•

Met…and…
Discussed…and…
Gathered requirements…and…
Established a comms plan with a timeline…and...

"There is nothing permanent except change." ~ Heraclitus
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Overview - 2018
We re-established the core priorities for the site. The site should…
• be less text heavy, we don’t need to repeat wording from other sites
• use larger pictures and fonts
• focus on: volunteering, recognition, corporate giving, local partnerships
• feature more news
• go back to the old format of a landing page with sub pages (what’s old is new
again!); this format allows for more flexibility and will provide more accurate
stats to gage which areas are of most to colleagues

Style Guidelines:

the Digital team introduced a wireframe template, along with
several new page designs, the new site would follow all the new standard guidelines
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Overview - 2018
Then we…
• created high fidelity wireframes
• developed user flows
• gathered pictures and content
• wrote new stories
• developed prototypes

Style Guidelines:

the Digital team has made continual updates to the style
sheet, the new site would follow all the new standard guidelines
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Site prototype –2018
Prior to site launch we established new site guidelines: the center area [to the left] will
feature larger campaigns when they run. The home page feature will link directly here.
When campaigns are not running this area will be updated at least bi-weekly with
smaller stories that are not featured on the home page.
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Site launch- 2018
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